
Capital Vault Incorporated

About CVI – prélude to the future

We promote a spirit of nation building, a revitalized and energized bold and visionary venture 
to create an alternate reality. This endeavour promotes a country full of opportunity, challenge 
and reward, aligned with our values and ideals to build what we envision, which is an 
energizing force in the national renaissance.

Our strategy includes a very focused group of options that members can utilize, that offers a 
perspective that goes beyond average conventional everyday thinking and doing. We apply a 
direct approach with evident options and a clear path to ensure members can be more 
comfortable, making decisions that are aligned with personal values and ideals. 

A more pro-active and comprehensive infrastructure that promotes member independence 
and personal development that works well with exciting and beneficial opportunities to explore 
and discover. Independent thought and action is encouraged in addition to various co-
operative group energy that has access to a considerable array of combinations and options 
that provide a tremendous degree of general or specific focus. Resource deployment and 
operational capabilities are integrated for successful mission tasking that includes achieving 
goals, learning, growth, character and leadership development with creative opportunities to 
further develop interests and involvement.

Right here and now you can walk through the open door to the biggest room in the world,  the 
room for improvement, this is the alternate reality that we promote. This works in the present 
moment and has plenty of great views of a future that is envisioned. You may notice this new 
environment can help generate more opportunities, challenge, reward and a greater quality of 
life for in many ways. It is here we confront and conquer fears and problems, we make friends 
and allies, we advance forward with courage, confidence, trust and vision. We advance our 
purpose going in the right direction with good choices, mutually beneficial solid ideals and 
values with a more fulfilling life.

Today is important. We can innovate or die, we can co-operate and work to build great things 
together or we can continue to be defrauded from our future, that exists right now and today.   
We can buy, build, save and invest with a national renaissance pro-active strategy or we can 
continue to have companies shut down, jobs disappear and entire industries liquidated.  We 
can be part of the solution, get involved, make a difference and re-invent our world, choice 
after choice, action after action, or do nothing, blame everyone and anything and refuse to 
accept responsibility to do something about it, and in the process transform our lives. 

In this process, we can notice realities and trends in various levels of government, business 
cycles, private and public opinion and attitudes, forecast scenarios, develop plans, establish 
priorities and take action. We can be open minded, exercise critical thinking, invent our way, 
brainstorm with others and dare to live the most exciting life imaginable, with personal and 
professional development generating successful enterprise and multiple industries that we 
can be proud of and benefit from as we make everyday life better and better. 
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Do you like the idea and capability that we can choose to buy, build, save and invest with a 
pro-active strategy? This is not only about economics, it is a renaissance and redevelopment, 
new development and acquisition, exploring possibilities, creating opportunity and new wealth 
generation. This is one of the many ways to make a difference.This also means a present and 
future full of hope, promise, possibility, a wild expanse of potential that transforms energy, 
thinking, vitality, freedom and the fire that burns within that enables successful communities, 
stronger families and personal growth. If this important to you, please consider joining our 
team and make a personal difference.

We can choose an alternate reality simply with our ideals, values, decisions and actions. We 
step forward bravely with a new sense of adventure, with a clear path to abundance.  With a  
regenerating prosperity based on real productivity that includes greater revenues, savings, 
investment and discretionary resources to do more of the things we like and want including 
more free creative time and a successful quality of life.

Knowing what we like, enjoy, dream about, envision, hope and wish for, what we want and 
more importantly, our true hearts’ desire is essential to our well being and success. This 
alternate reality is something we can actively build in our life and experience now everyday 
with greater independence. The experience, process, personal transformation, our sense of 
happiness and vitality with a quality of life based more on doing, being, achieving, working 
with greater freedom in a free enterprise environment that enables the fullest possible 
opportunity for personal development and expression of each individual. 

In search to establish an equilibrium, a balance of competing interests, desires, needs and 
ambition, the purely materialistic pursuit is diminished, as it is not the only thing. Results, 
achievement, having, the owning and control with all the success and responsibilities are 
important, but it is not the only thing. A more unified co-operative endeavour that promotes 
the individual, with personal dreams, goals and ambitions, works also within group, with 
common goals, camaraderie, a unified sense of purpose, a spirit of teamwork, an overall 
vision, direction and defined mission, with defined goals with a pro-active strategic plan to 
make that a reality. Even this goes beyond the triple bottom line. This is investing and building 
for the long term. No daily stock market panics, manipulations, fluctuations and uncertainty, 
but a much more purposeful, solid and secure everyday sense of being, doing and achieving. 
These are all essential elements useful to build great things together.

Do you believe that you can choose from more relevant options to make high quality choices 
aligned with your ideals, values and goals to secure a better quality of life? We believe 
individual learning, growth and personal initiative are essential to life. Thinking and acting 
from a point of strength is definitely strategic and pro-active, as acceptance of personal 
responsibility is the real empowerment generated from exercising that freedom of choice and 
taking action. 
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Advance forward confidently step by step. Vision, direction, free will and action are essential 
regardless of your present situation or what your goals are. That’s great news for members, 
as enhanced higher quality decision making can influence the results, increase optimism, 
confidence, trust, hope and faith. This kind of freedom, maintains solid time tested principals, 
practical philosophy, true values, ethical integrity and is very forward looking. This kind of 
freedom is positive, constructive, thoughtful, comprehensive, co-operative and built for the 
long term for people with heart, soul and conscience, compassion and value that can build an 
advanced civilization on a proper foundation that will last. With honesty, truth and integrity, 
making better choices can be a whole lot more beneficial with a lifetime of value. We do not 
have flashy promotion and hype, but something that may appeal to the essence of your being, 
character and destiny.

The present reality that exists for many is in the ‘not exactly what I had in mind room’ and is 
generally less than ideal, the first choice. Correspondingly, we can continue generating a 
reduced standard of living and a lower quality of life. This means less saving power, less 
buying power, less investment power, less maneuverability, reduced economic vitality, and a 
straight jacket that suppresses our every ability to make progress and be masters of our 
destiny. Can we do better? Certainly! There is much more that we can do. The age old idea of 
cause and effect can be applied to anything. 

On a personal level we can make better decisions, maintain true values, fortify personal 
integrity, take pride in our work and express the best of who we are. We do the best we can 
with existing resources, skill sets, ideas, special gifts and dreams of our heart. So, ask 
yourself, what exactly did you have in mind in this life you have now? What can you do today 
to make that possible?

In the ‘not exactly what I had in mind room’ there might be a shortage of independent creative 
thought, sadness, frustration and even the fear to succeed and be everything they want to be. 
This can happen to anyone. Many times people need insight, encouragement, perspective, 
vision, help with goals, energy for a new focus, a renewed sense of vitality. We encourage 
others to express the best of who they are. We like to work with others in a spirit of co-
operation and concern, a personal interest and vision to find out what worlds may be explored 
and discovered and new realities to be experienced. 

The best news is that anyone can choose to make a difference. We all have value and special 
gifts. We are not the sum or our mistakes. People have a great deal of value and have plenty 
to offer in their own special way. A new perspective and awareness can generate a greater 
sense of worth and ability to contribute value to any endeavour. Every one has a purpose, 
finding out that purpose is essential. Every one has dreams, those dreams exist for a reason. 
Knowing what we like and don’t like is a good start in going in the right direct with energy and 
enthusiasm step by step day after day.
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Many people have fears, insecurities and self doubt, or even limiting beliefs that prevent that 
true potential to be realized. Knowing about this helps, but having an environment with friends 
and allies is a whole lot better. With a practical plan we each can advance forward, we can 
travel light, have the right gear, cover more ground, climb over and around mountains faster, 
have time left over to enjoy the view, have a snack, pick berries and keep the eyes open for 
the bears. 

Enjoying life is essential, self criticism, self doubt or other self destructive behaviour does not 
do anyone any good. We must break existing detrimental patterns, seek and embrace 
challenge, work to make progress, step by step by step advancing forward with excellence, 
competence and vitality.

People can succeed and win, with a local and personal approach “What can I do today?”  
What is totally possible. Taking action, any action in the direction of choice is very 
empowering, this is something people can personally do, they can make a difference, express 
the audacity to challenge, change or do something different. With focus and initiative people 
can apply themselves and transform their life with their personal decision and action, 
dedicated action.

With Capital Vault Incorporated, vision, money capital, investing time, energy, enthusiasm 
and resources with people is essential. We present a great vision that promotes an 
environment where people can express those gifts and express the best of who they are. We 
are here to help others realize their incredible potential, their greater purpose and plan to 
make that a reality by helping more people make valuable contributions to society in a way 
they are comfortable, with a new enhanced perspective that has a solid foundation, worthy 
endeavours, a specific purpose and even new experiences.

Many people generate evidence when they make noble, altruistic or whole hearted 
contribution to make things better every day. Some things take more time to be evident, as 
many things do not happen overnight, but with continual effort over the long term. 

Almost anyone can focus on something that is truly amazing, exciting, inspiring, or something 
that they can identify with or any of the fantastic worlds of possibility that we can create 
working together. We do not pretend that difficulties do not exist, as there are always 
problems we must each deal with and this requires persistent and resourceful action! Going 
forward with empowering beliefs, courage and confidence can do wonders for everyone, this 
is part of the fun and adventure of the alternate reality! A sense of play, adventure, 
experimentation, doing what we like and love that makes us happy is great. We go forward 
without being bogged down or burdened with the challenges or disappointments that we are 
confronted with. You are doing great!

F:(Environ_CVI)
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